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CCA guides are products of a consensus-building process aimed at balancing the interests of all
parties on the construction project.  They reflect recommended industry practices.  Readers are
cautioned that the guides do not deal with any specific fact situation or circumstances.  CCA
guides do not constitute legal or other professional advice.  The CCA does not accept any
responsibility or liability for loss or damage that may be suffered as a result of the use and
interpretation of these guides.

1.0  BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE OF THE GUIDE

The primary purpose of this guide is to educate prime contractors with respect to project
financing, and have them focus on the following four main points:

• Know your client.

• Understand your client's financial strength and how they are financing your project.

• If you have concerns on financing, obtain a copy of the project loan agreement and/or
commitment letter and review it with your financial advisor.

• If you still have concerns, get satisfactory payment security, and remember – if you are
not satisfied – do not enter into a contract agreement.

As you read through this document, you will note that we have attempted to provide detailed
guidance on these issues and many more, that if followed, will enhance your ability to manage
the financial risk your company incurs every time you enter into a contract agreement.

In any contractual situation, each party has a legitimate interest and responsibility in ascertaining
whether the other party is fully capable of performing all of its contractual obligations.  In an
owner/contractor relationship, before entering into a contract with the contractor, an owner often
requires financial statements and bank references from the contractor, and may also require
surety bonds that guarantee both project performance and payment obligations.

At the same time, the proven ability of the owner to pay is just as important as the proven
financial ability of the contractor to complete the work.  A contractor, therefore, has an equally
valid interest in being assured that a project owner has sufficient funds to meet the financial
obligations set out in the contract.  Too often the contractor does not have this information –
through failure or reluctance to request the information from the owner or the owner’s refusal to
provide it.  In order to “get the job” and avoid confrontation at the outset of a project, some
contractors fail to pursue this issue and proceed on “blind faith” or with the owner’s verbal
assurances that sufficient funds are or will be available for draw down.

Enquiries should be directed to:
Canadian Construction Association
400 – 75 Albert Street
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
K1P 5E7
Tel: (613) 236-9455
Fax: (613) 236-9526
www.cca-acc.com

Standard Construction Document CCA 50 – 2003
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It is important that both parties to a contract have satisfactory information about the other’s
financial capability.  Standard contract forms such as CCDC 2 “Stipulated Price Contract” and
CCA 17 “Stipulated Price Contract for Trade Contractors on Construction Management
Projects” require the owner to provide, upon request, both prior to executing the contract and at
any time thereafter, reasonable evidence of the owner’s ability to fulfill the payment obligations
under the contract.

Contractors should follow up on this issue and satisfactorily determine the owner's ability to pay
and/or obtain security for that payment.  If there is any doubt about the owner’s ability to honour
the financial obligations, then a contractor is better to walk away from the prospective contract
than to put the company, the subcontractors, and the suppliers at risk.

The owner who is forthcoming, and responsive to the contractor’s requests for financial
information, demonstrates an understanding of the mutual concerns at the outset.

CCA Document 28 “A Guide to Improving Cash Flow in the Construction Industry” addresses
the issue of timely payment.  In comparison, this guide outlines the procedures that will help to
minimize the risk of non-payment by the owner.  Some contractors have tried to further
minimize the risk of non-payment by incorporating “pay-when-paid” clauses in subcontracts.
This solution has caused a huge rift in the construction industry.  It does not solve the problem of
non-payment by owners, but merely attempts to pass the problem down to companies that can ill
afford to take on this risk and that are, unfortunately, not in a position to evaluate this risk.

This guide is intended to show contractors how to minimize the risk of non-payment prior to
bidding on a project, prior to signing a contract, and during the administration of a contract.  This
guide applies to both general contractors and roadbuilders, as well as to trade contractors that act
in a prime contractor role.  It is important to note that under the construction management project
delivery system, trade contractors are engaged directly by the owner and assume much of the
role and responsibility of the traditional prime contractor, including the investigation of the
owner’s ability to meet its financial obligations.  Trade contractors should not rely on the
construction manager to evaluate the risk of non-payment as the construction manager’s own risk
is only restricted to the construction management fee.

Use of this guide should help contractors to evaluate and to manage the risk of non-payment on
most traditional construction projects.  However, there are more complex procurement
arrangements such as P3 projects (Public Private Partnership) and design-build projects with
add-on features of finance, own, operate, and maintain, etc., which have special financial
arrangements and risks that are not addressed in this guide.  It is also important to note that there
may be some situations where contractors do not get paid even after following the steps outlined
in this guide.  Therefore, contractors are advised to consult financial and legal experts to properly
analyze their liabilities on any construction project they undertake.
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2.0  PRIOR TO SUBMISSION OF TENDER

2.1  Evaluating the Owner

Owners, like contractors come in various shapes and sizes:

a) Government (i.e. municipal, provincial, federal).

b) Quasi-Government Agencies (Owners who are publicly funded but have non-government
boards of directors i.e. crown corporations, hospitals, lottery corporations).

c) Mid- to large-sized companies (which may be privately or publicly held, and many of which
are experienced buyers of construction services).

d) Small privately held companies or shell companies (many of which are not experienced
buyers of construction services).

Once contractors have identified the category to which the owner belongs, they should review
the owner’s financial abilities and approval process on cost overruns (see Section 5.3).

All contractor investigations should consider the confidential and sensitive nature of the
information disclosed to them as well as their legal obligation with respect to that information.
The owner, in order to protect the confidentiality of the information released, may require the
contractor to execute a non-disclosure agreement.

The payment risk levels (indicated in parentheses) reflect general industry experiences.  They are
provided as information only, and do not deal with any specific fact situation or circumstances.

a) Government (Lowest payment risk)

It is assumed that all governments have the funds to meet their financial obligations.  In
general, there is less risk of non-payment from government owners.  However, it is important
to note that some projects get cancelled because they are over budget, the funds for the
project are never approved, or the changes in scope exceed approved budgetary limits.
Contractors are advised to determine whether a government project has received funding
approval and to what level.

b) Quasi-Government (Lower payment risk)

Many considered at low risk to default on payment; however, contractors should understand
how and under what conditions the quasi-government body is funded.  By way of example, it
is important to determine where and how funds flow in the following special situations:

• Airport authorities that own government property but are not publicly funded.

• Crown corporations exempt from Treasury Board directives and policies.
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It is important to note that there is one exception of Quasi-Government that is of higher
payment risk:  First Nations work on reserves.  Although these projects may be funded by the
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development where Treasury Board approval is
required, payment is not guaranteed by the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development.  Contractors should be aware that on projects where funding is provided by
DIAND, those funds are advanced only after a Funding Arrangement has been signed
between the federal government (DIAND) and the First Nations Band.  This document lays
out the responsibilities of the Minister and the Recipient(s) (The First Nation Band and in
some cases a Project Management Agency), and also sets out the terms and conditions under
which funds will be transferred to the Recipient(s).  This document should be thoroughly
reviewed, particularly with respect to amount of funding to be transferred in each fiscal year,
and also with respect to all of the other terms and conditions that may affect payments.  Once
funds are advanced, they are in the control of the First Nations Band (and in some cases the
Project Management Agency), and DIAND is no longer in a position to guarantee payments
to the contractor.  Contractors are also reminded that they do not have lien rights on First
Nations land.

c) Mid- to large-sized private or publicly owned companies

• Public (Moderate payment risk)

Financial information is generally available through the Internet, including filings with
the System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR) for Canadian
companies, and the Electrical Data Gathering, Analysis, Retrieval System (EDGAR) for
U.S. companies.  Debt, equity, and ability to pay are dependent on cash reserves and
share value.  In addition, various rating agencies such as Standard and Poors’ and
Moody’s Investor Services provide other sources of financial information.

• Private (Higher payment risk)

Financial information about privately held companies is generally more difficult to
obtain.  Single purpose (shell) companies are difficult to analyze.  The contractor should
try to obtain as much financial and business practice information as possible, from as
many sources as possible.  These sources include:

– Bonding companies.

– Banks or other financial institutions.

– Competitors who may have previously done work for the owner.

– Major trade contractors.

– The owner’s web site.

– Construction associations.
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d) Small Privately Held Companies or Shell Companies (Highest payment risk)

Small privately held companies are generally difficult to evaluate.  They do not usually
provide detailed financial information or project pro formas.  Again, it is in the contractor’s
best interests to substantiate the small business owner’s overall success and, in particular, in
delivering successful projects and fulfilling financial obligations.  Do not be reluctant to ask
the owner for credit references as well as financial information about how the project will be
funded.  Competitors, bonding companies, banks and financial services companies such as
Dun & Bradstreet and the Better Business Bureau are good resources for additional financial
information.

2.2  Reviewing Contract Conditions

There is no substitute for thoroughly reviewing the proposed contract provisions, and no excuse
for failing to do so!

a) Standard Contract Forms

The Canadian Construction Association recommends the use of CCDC/CCA standard contract
forms, which protect the interests and preserve the rights of all parties involved in a construction
project, without assigning undue risk to any party.  Biased contracts often increase the risk of
claims and disputes adding needless expense and time to the construction process.

All standard contract forms should be reviewed prior to the execution of the contract to
determine the terms and conditions as they apply to the project under consideration, and to
determine whether any provisions need to be amended to meet the particular requirements of the
project.

b) Home-Grown, Custom-Made Contracts

It is important to pay particular attention to non-standard contract forms developed by owners or
their consultants and advisors.  Understandably, these contracts reflect the owner’s interests and
do not necessarily consider the contractor’s sometimes conflicting interests.

Examples of important clauses in standard contract forms that should be addressed in all
construction contracts, including home-grown, custom-made contracts:

• Financing Information from Owner.  Is there a provision equivalent to GC 5.1 of
CCDC 2, contractually entitling the contractor to receive information concerning the
owner’s financial ability to complete the project on an ongoing basis?
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• Payment Provisions.  What are the proposed payment terms?  That is, for what period of
time, if any, will the contractor be required to finance its payables against receivables on
the project?  What are the payment procedures?  Are there any unusual payment terms,
for example, a deficiency or warranty holdback?  Are there any preconditions to
payment, such as third-party certification? Is payment otherwise dependent upon any
contingency, for example, the approval of the construction lender?  What are the terms
stipulating the interest rate for delayed payment, and will the rate cover the contractor’s
cost of borrowing?  What are the holdback release procedures?  Are there any provisions
for securing the holdback, for example, by payment into a joint account?

• Indemnification.  What are the provisions entitling the owner to obtain indemnification
from the contractor?  Is there any monetary limit to that indemnity obligation?  Are
insurance provisions in place that reasonably protect the contractor against that exposure?
Is the owner likewise obligated to indemnify the contractor?  (See Section 4.6)

• Schedule.  What are the milestone dates, and are liquidated damages assessable where
these dates are not met?  Where there are liquidated damages, is the amount reasonable
and are they subject to any upper limit?  Are there provisions to deal with delays?  Under
what circumstances is the contractor entitled to compensation for delays, rather than
simply an extension of the contract time?  Is there a stipulated procedure for obtaining
such compensation?  Is there any mechanism to seek and obtain an extension of the
contract time?

• Changes.  Is there a procedure for processing extras and credits in general?  What is the
procedure for recovering payment for extras or credits? Are there any restrictions or
limitations on the contractor’s right to recover payment for extras, for example, a
requirement for prior written notice?  Does the owner have the right to order extra work
to commence prior to reaching agreement with the contractor on price?  How are disputes
concerning extras or credits resolved?

• Concealed or Unknown Conditions.  What is the procedure for discovering concealed
conditions that differ materially from those indicated in the contract documents?  Does
the contractor have the right to adjust the contract price and contract time?

• Insurance.  Does the contract require comprehensive insurance coverage?  What
insurance is the owner to provide?  The contractor?  What are the policy and deductible
limits?  (See Section 4.6)

• Dispute Resolution.  Is there a dispute resolution mechanism provided?  Does the
dispute mechanism clearly cover payment disputes?  What are the owner’s rights to
compel the performance of work pending the resolution of disputes?
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c) Onerous Supplementary Conditions to Standard CCDC/CCA Contracts

Many owners try to shift risk to contractors by the use of Supplementary Conditions that modify
the fair allocation of risk intended by the use of the standard CCDC/CCA contract forms.

Examples of clauses in the standard documents (e.g. CCDC 2) that, if modified, should serve as
warning signals to all bidders.

• Financing Information from Owner (GC 5.1).

• Payment Provisions (statutory holdback: Article A-5, conditions and schedules: GC 5.2
to GC 5.5).

• Indemnification (GC 12.1).

• Schedule (delays: GC 6.5).

• Changes (change order: GC 6.2, change directive and overhead and profit: GC 6.3).

• Concealed or Unknown Conditions (GC 6.4).

• Insurance (GC 11.1 and see Section 4.6).

• Dispute Resolution (Part 8).

• Health and Safety Responsibilities (GC 9.5).

• Toxic and Hazardous Substances (GC 9.3).

• Warranty (GC 12.3).

In particular, bid documents that remove the contractor’s right to project financing information
or specify an extended payment period should be a cause for concern for all bidders.

2.3  Title Search

The contractor’s due diligence prior to bid submission should include a search of the title to the
project lands.

A title search is both a quick and inexpensive means to obtain valuable information, including:

• Confirmation of the identity of the registered owner of the land.  It is not unusual for
private owners in particular to contract for the work using a single-purpose shell
corporation, while title to the land is held under a separate corporate vehicle.
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• Confirmation of the identity of the construction lender with a registered interest in the
land.  Often lenders will have already registered their mortgages on title, copies of which
can be obtained for a nominal fee.

• Information concerning the extent of the owner’s equity in the land.  Is the land already
encumbered by mortgages or debentures securing other debt?  If so, does the owner have
sufficient reserve capability to finance the construction?

• Other possible impediments to payment or matters possibly affecting the owner’s
creditworthiness.  For example, a contractor should proceed cautiously if a title search
reveals a history of previous lien problems involving the same owner.

• Information suggesting possible impediments to construction, for example, development
agreements with the municipality, restrictive easements, certificates of pending litigation
indicating a competing claim to the owner’s title, and agreements with government
authorities that may affect the proposed development.

• Confirmation that there is no Notice on Title posted by the owner.  In some jurisdictions
(e.g. British Columbia), a lien would not apply to an improvement made after the owner
has filed a Notice of Interest in the land title office.  Once such a notice is posted, the lien
attaches to the tenant’s interest (the lease, which is probably worthless) rather than to the
owner’s interest in the land.

2.4  Project Viability

No matter the size of the project under consideration, there must be an intended purpose for the
finished product.  When considering a project, it is therefore important for all contractors to
analyze the need for and viability of the projects.  Although this may be a relatively easy task for
some smaller, single-purpose facilities, it is an extremely complex undertaking on most projects
and virtually impossible on others.  Although this may be a relatively easy task for some smaller,
single-purpose facilities, determining project viability can quickly become extremely complex
and perhaps impossible.  The risk to the contractor is that a failed project will inevitably mean
that the contractor will experience difficulty in recovering payment at some point.  The question
then is how much payment will fall short, and will the contractor be able to absorb the shortfall
without undermining the viability of the company.
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Most construction firms do not have the expertise to do a viability assessment properly, and
where that expertise is available, they do not generally have access to detailed financial
information about the project under consideration.  One clear indication of a project’s viability is
whether it can be financed by a standard lending institution.  When lending money for
construction projects, financial institutions undertake a detailed examination of the owner’s
financial status.  They do not lend money unless there is a solid financial history, suitable equity
infusion by the proponent, and a pro forma that can satisfy the debt repayment requirements.
Financial institutions analyze the design and construction risks, all contingencies, and all
contractors involved in the project to ensure their institution’s liability is minimized through
prudent cost control and that the project schedule is maintained.  If a financial institution is
prepared to provide financing with acceptable conditions, the question is moot.  If a financial
institution will not provide project financing, the overriding question is:  why not?

Sound financial planning does not always guarantee the success of a construction project,
however.  Market conditions, trends and needs change constantly and what may appear viable
prior to the start of a project may no longer be the case when the project nears completion.
Long-term financing assumptions may not prove correct or increased hard or soft project costs
could change the dynamics as well.  In addition to the initial assessment, it is also essential to
monitor the viability of the project throughout the entire construction period.  There are many
experts in this field who can provide the know-how on a fee-for-service basis.

When undertaking a construction project, the contractor should recognize that it is also
undertaking the responsibility of a short-term financier who will be repaid out of the monies
advanced by the financial institution providing the construction financing.  Where the project
proceeds as planned, contractors should be repaid for their efforts.  But contractors should
consider the possibility that they will not be repaid and protect their interests accordingly.  If
they fail to do so, they may wind up competing unfavorably with the financial institution and the
government, which always have priority to the proceeds of sale of any failed project.

There are many issues to consider when determining a project’s viability.  The following is a list
of important issues to consider before deciding to pursue a project:

Owner

• What is the owner’s knowledge and expectations of the project?  Is this the owner’s first
project of this type?  What staff will the owner dedicate to the project, and what is their
experience?

• What is the private owner’s ability to finance the project?  Confirm financing
arrangements by reviewing a copy of the loan agreements, including all lender conditions
and requirements.

• Privately owned projects will likely include a market study, indicating the financial
viability of the enterprise for which the project is being completed.  Reviewing the study,
or at the very least, the executive summary, should allay concerns that the project will be
mothballed or delayed.
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Contractor

• Contractors should prepare a cash flow statement prior to bidding on the project to
ascertain their financial capacity to perform the work.

• Consider the contract time.  Are the necessary resources and skills available to complete
the work on time without the risk of liquidated or other delay damages?  Are the
machinery and materials, which are out of the contractor’s control, and which are critical
to completing the project on time, readily available?

• Consider work on hand.  If contractors are reaching the limit of work on hand allowed by
banks and bonding companies, they then should consider whether this is the most
appropriate job to bid next.

Site

• Environmental issues:  What is the likelihood of contamination given the prior use of the
property?  All required environmental approvals obtained?  Any issues with disposal of
materials?  Are there signs of potential indoor mould growth?

• Municipal approvals:  Who is responsible for approval?  Site plan agreements, zoning,
and building permits should all be in hand to avoid start-up delays.

Contract Requirements

• Documents within the contract:  Are they CCDC/CCA standard contract forms or project-
specific with onerous clauses?

• Labour issues:  Are all bargaining unit contracts in place and unlikely to interrupt
progress on the project?

• Sub-trade reliance:  Are there sufficient trades available to complete the work within the
contract time.

• Insurance requirements:  Are the necessary limits and special coverages available to the
contractor, and at a cost that is competitive and likely to have a reasonable chance of
winning the bid?  (See Section 4.6)

Consultant

• Consultant’s experience and ability:  What is the contractor’s prior experience with the
consultant on other projects?  How well does the consultant control the payment process?
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3.0  SUBMISSION OF TENDER

3.1  Qualifying Onerous Clauses

When faced with a home-grown, custom-made contract or onerous supplementary conditions
(See Section 2.2), the contractor must determine which conditions are minor and which ones
constitute a risk in submitting a bid.

It is always the contractor’s decision to:

• Accept the risks and submit a bid;

• Refuse to take the risks and not submit a bid; or

• Qualify the onerous clauses in its bid, running the risk of disqualification.  It is important
to know that most governments and quasi-government agencies have a strict policy to
disqualify non-compliant bids.

Contractors are encouraged to consult with their advisors, including the construction
association(s) to discuss viable options.

3.2  Adding Financing Qualifications

Time or circumstances may preclude the necessary credit and/or financial check prior to the
submission of a proposal.  A qualifying letter should also accompany the bid, recognizing the
risk that the bid may be disqualified as a result.  The following is an example of the wording that
might be incorporated in the covering letter to the bid:

That acceptance of this bid is subject to financial arrangements being completed and
agreed for the payment of the contract price to the satisfaction of the contractor and the
security thereof.

3.3  Surety Bid Bond Qualifications

In addition to adding the financing qualification as described in Section 3.2 above, it is the policy
of some contractors and their sureties to qualify or condition their bid bond or consent of surety.
The following is an example of the wording that might be incorporated on the face of these
documents:

Provided, however, neither Principal (contractor) nor Surety shall be bound hereunder
unless Obligee (owner) prior to execution of the final contract bonds shall furnish
evidence satisfactory to Principal and Surety that financing has been firmly committed to
cover the entire cost of the project.
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Such wording establishes the contractor’s request for evidence of financing and serves as an
“escape” valve in the absence of such evidence.  Although many contractors may not wish to
establish such a policy, it can be mandated by their sureties in order to provide the required
bonds.  It is strongly recommended that this mechanism be used where the contractor is unable to
“qualify” an unknown owner/project prior to bid.  This requirement for proof of project
financing is consistent with CCDC 2 GC 5.1.1.
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4.0  PRIOR TO SIGNING OF CONTRACT

4.1  Negotiating Satisfactory General Conditions

If contractors do their homework prior to submitting a bid, they will then be in a reasonably
strong position to negotiate the removal of unreasonable General Conditions and to assume that
the owner has the ability to meet all financial obligations under the contract.

Bid documents that contain onerous clauses or Supplementary Conditions identified in Section
2.2, should be a cause for concern for all bidders.  The time to negotiate a satisfactory resolution
to these changes is prior to signing the contract.

Areas of concern that arise from review of the contract should be clearly identified and the
contractor’s position clearly stated and agreed prior to signature.  The contractor may be
reluctant to discuss its concerns with the owners and/or lenders; however, experience has shown
that following these guidelines is integral to the overall success of the project for all parties.
Wordings will vary, and contractors should seek the advice of legal counsel, bonding and
insurance companies.

Both project management and construction management skills should be the focus prior to
signing the contract, thereby ensuring that the contract progresses as planned.  The contractor
should react quickly to changes that influence the project, both in its own interest and in the
interest of maintaining a good working relationship with the owner.  Owner failure, changes in
management, business climate reversals, as well as delays (approvals, etc.) and change
management, to mention just a few potential problems, can jeopardize the project and may
require the contractor to take “loss limiting” action.

4.2  Confirming Project Financing and Loan Agreement

Before signing any contract with a project owner, the contractor should verify that funds are
available for payment of the work.

Proving the owner’s ability to pay for the work is every bit as important as proving the ability to
perform.  Contractors should therefore seek assurances that the owner has sufficient funds to
make payment in accordance with the contract.  Contractors also have an obligation to all of their
subcontractors and suppliers to verify that the owner can meet its obligations.

Standard CCDC/CCA contract forms enable the contractor to seek evidence of project financing.
For home-grown, custom-made contracts, or onerous supplementary conditions, a clause should
be included at the time of bidding as described in Section 3.2, or negotiated with the owner as
outlined in Section 4.1.  When an owner does not provide this information as requested, the
contractor has the right under CCDC/CCA contracts to refuse to execute the contract or, if the
information is not provided on an ongoing basis, the right to terminate the contract.
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Generally, owners who respond quickly and fully to financing inquiries will honour their
financial obligations.  However, contractors should be wary of owners who become indignant
when asked for financial information and/or refuse to make it available.

In the case of most public contracts, funding is budgeted or planned for within the public
institution’s annual budget or plan.  This is easily verified by contacting the institution’s
financial officer or administrative officer.  In the case of a multi-government funded project, it is
important to obtain and review a copy of the public cost-sharing agreement.  When the time
frame of a project spans what is likely to be an election year, the contractor should seek and
obtain some form of comfort letter or commitment from the public institution to ensure that the
project will not be mothballed due to the unexpected outcome of an election or a change in
government policy regarding the funding of such projects.

In the case of a privately owned project, the risk of non-payment is considerably higher, and due
diligence that project financing is in place takes on great importance.

4.3  Reviewing Financial Institution Loan Agreement and/or Commitment Letter

All lenders will summarize their offer to lend money by way of a Commitment Letter, which
must be agreed to and signed back by the borrower (owner), or in a formal Loan Agreement.
However, contractors should be aware that financial institutions will often issue a letter, which is
no more than an expression of interest and qualified by the sentence, such as:

 “The contents of this document are for discussion purposes and are not to be construed in
any manner as a commitment of the bank.”

It is important that such letters not be taken for more than what they actually are – purely an
expression of interest.  The contractor should not rely upon them, but should insist upon seeing
the formal Commitment Letter or the Loan Agreement itself.

Once a contractor is satisfied that it is in receipt of a true signed back copy of a Commitment
Letter, or the finalized Loan Agreement, the next step is to carefully examine their contents.

Most Loan Agreements and Commitment Letters will contain some or all of the following:

• Name of Borrower

• Type and Amount of Credit

• Purpose of Loan

• Repayment Conditions

• Interest Rates and Fees

• Drawdown Procedures
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• Security Requirements

• Conditions Precedent

• Representations and Warranties

• Positive Covenants

• Negative Covenants

• Environmental Representation

• Arrangement and Management Fees

• Numerous Other Items That Incorporate Standard Legal Language

Some of the above items are more important to the contractor than others, including amount of
loan, security requirements, conditions precedent, and covenants.

Amount of Loan

The amount of the loan not only covers the hard cost of the construction contract, but usually
includes all soft costs such as land costs, legal costs, interest during construction, design fees,
real estate fees, and contingencies.  The Loan Agreement or Commitment Letter do not, in
themselves, commit that any or all of the funds will be paid to the contractor; only that the
lending institution will be advancing funds to its borrower (owner) in accordance with the terms
of the loan and subject to the provisos set out.

Security Requirements

The owner must agree to sign many security documents (bank security) and will usually include
the assignment of the construction contract, assignment of builder’s risk insurance (see Section
4.6), assignment of leases (if applicable), mortgage security on property, etc.  The security
documents may also allow the contractor to glean information about the owner.  If the borrower
(and the entity that is signing the contract) is a shell company or wholly owned subsidiary, the
lender will require parent guarantees, and this should signal the contractor to do the same.
Contractors should be cautious of documents that assign the construction contract, taking
particular care to ensure that the lending institution does not thereby attempt to amend the terms
and conditions of the contract so as to provide the lender with all the benefits of the construction
contract but none of the obligations.  A prudent contractor will also ensure that the owner will
continue to remain contractually obligated to the contractor notwithstanding any such assignment
to the lender.
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Conditions Precedent

This section is probably one of the most important to the contractor as it lays out all the
conditions that must be met prior to any funds being advanced under the credit facility.  These
requirements usually include some or all of the following:

• All bank security documents.

• An environmental audit.

• Confirmation that all permits have been obtained.

• Copy of a fixed-price contract.

• Confirmation that required equity contribution has been injected into the project.

• Verification that separate project bank accounts have been established for both progress
payments and holdback.

• Copies of all leases and/or sales agreement (if applicable) depending upon the type of
project.

• Confirmation of “Take Out Financing”.

• Receipt of performance and labour and material payment bonds from the contractor.

• Receipt of satisfactory appraisal of the project.

• Receipt of Phase I Environmental Report.

• Confirmation that the property title is free of all encumbrances.

• Confirmation that the project is in compliance with all relevant laws and regulations.

• Confirmation that all project costs over-runs will be covered by shareholder cash
injection.

• Confirmation that all property taxes are paid.

• Copies of firm price subcontracts for major subcontractors.
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The above is not intended to represent a complete and comprehensive list of all items that must
be provided prior to the advancement of funds under most loan agreements.  Many of the above
items are beyond the control and influence of the contractor; however, some involve the
contractor and can be easily verified by the contractor.  The contractor will not receive payment
if it fails to provide or sign this documentation, or to verify its existence.  Some owners will also
ask contractors to defer some payments or a portion of these payments until after substantial
performance of the work.  It is important to note that when contractors are asked to defer
payment, the owner essentially uses the contractor’s money as equity.  This then allows the
owner to borrow more then would otherwise be possible, based on the owner’s own equity.

Covenants

Loan Agreements and sometimes Commitment Letters contain a list of positive and negative
covenants to which the owner must adhere.  The positive covenants may include such items as
quarterly reviews, change in financial position, informing lending institutions of any lawsuits or
liens related to the project, summary of leasing activity, confirmation of adequate insurance, and
confirmation of compliance with lien legislation regarding holdbacks.  The negative covenants
may include ensuring that no further indebtedness is incurred related to the project, no assets are
sold or assigned, no dividends are declared or paid, no change in ownership is permitted, none of
the pledged leases are terminated, etc.  Although contractors have little or no control over the
above-noted items, they should be aware of their existence.  The more information contractors
have access to the better able they are to monitor the owner.

Contractors should routinely ask for these banking documents as they contain invaluable
information.  Senior management should review and discuss all items with their chief financial
officer.  Where in-house expertise is not available, the contractor should forward the documents
to an external accountant or lawyer for review.

4.4  Discussing Payment Procedure in Detail with Owner

The contractor should review with the owner the process by which progress payment
applications will be processed.

• Who is the payment certifier?

• Are payment applications submitted to the owner or payment certifier?  How many
copies are required?

• Is there a timeframe within which the consultant inspects and certifies the work (quantity
and quality)?

• Is there a cut-off date for the receipt and certification of payment applications?

• Is there a secondary certifier at the lending institution?  What is the lending institution’s
process for releasing cheques?  What, if any, requirements must be met prior to
certification?
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• After issuance of the payment certificate, when and how will the contractor be paid?

• Where does the owner process the cheque and who signs it?  Are there alternate
signatories?

• Can and will the contract be assigned?

• Will the contractor receive a copy of the payment certificate?

• Is a holdback trust fund or a joint bank account established?

The contractor is advised to submit the application for the first progress payment as early as
possible to test the payment processing system.

4.5  Obtaining Security for Payment Including Holdback Funds

Circumstances may arise in which the contractor does not consider the mere contractual promise
of the owner to pay as sufficient assurance of payment.  Such circumstances may include an
owner with a previous history of payment difficulties, the owner’s use of a shell company for the
purposes of the construction contract, etc.

In these circumstances, a prudent contractor will seek additional means to secure the owner’s
obligation to pay.  The appropriate security that can reasonably be sought will depend upon the
particular circumstances.  The following are examples of security arrangements that may be
available to the contractor:

• Parent or related company guarantee – to be considered, for example, where the
contracting party is a shell company, without substantial net worth.  The contractor
should assess the creditworthiness of any such parent or related company to ensure that
the guarantee is capable of being supported.

• Personal guarantee(s) of the corporate principal(s) – similar to the parent or related
company guarantee, personal guarantees by the principles of a corporate owner are
intended to provide financial support to the payment obligation of an owner that
otherwise lacks substantial assets.  A prudent contractor will obtain personal net worth
statements from such individuals, and will verify the accuracy of the information.

• Assignment of mortgage proceeds  – intended to ensure payment of mortgage funding
for the project directly to the contractor.  Although difficult to obtain, it is worth the
effort in appropriate circumstances.

• Payment of holdback into a joint account – a contractual provision similar to
paragraph 5.5.3 of GC 5.5 in CCDC 2, whereby the holdback is paid into an account
jointly controlled by the owner and the contractor, such payment to be timed to ensure
that the entire holdback amount is paid into the joint account before lien rights expire.
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• Letter of credit – standby security provided by the owner in favour of the contractor,
typically in an amount equivalent to the value of the two largest monthly progress
payments.

• Holdback release bond – a bond given to the owner by the contractor as security for the
payment of holdback.  These are relatively costly and may not be worthwhile on smaller
projects.

• Phased contract – while strictly speaking, this is not in the nature of contract security, a
phased contract should be considered in the case of a lengthy project.  The idea is to
break up a long-duration contract into discrete phases of work, each phase considered a
separate improvement for the purposes of the prevailing lien legislation.  The holdback
can then be paid out in increments as each phase is completed, and the contractor thereby
avoids the need to finance the entire holdback amount over the duration of the whole
project, as well as the associated risks.

• Payment assurance agreement between the owner, lender, and contractor – the
lender guarantees to pay the contractor in accordance with the contract and the contractor
guarantees to complete the project in accordance with the contract.

• Accelerated payment – accelerated progress payments to the contractor so that it always
has sufficient cash flow to meet commitments on time.

Finally, contractors who administer ongoing contracts should be aware of the benefit of
additional security allowed to them by lien legislation.  A lien is a statutorily prescribed security
upon the owner’s interest in the land, and is intended to secure payment for services and
materials supplied to improve the value of the land.  Contractor should be aware of the basic
procedures for asserting lien rights, including the strict time limits that apply, and should monitor
the situation to ensure that lien rights are not allowed to expire without considering the
likelihood of recovering payment under the contract in the normal course.

4.6  Reviewing Insurance with Owner

Insurance can be an important element of project financing and payment security.  Where lenders
are involved, they may well drive insurance requirements to ensure that their risk is minimized in
terms of insurable risk.  Insurance also supports the ongoing financial stability of a project
should there be insurable losses.   Finally, contractors are usually required to assume certain risks
of loss – damage to the project, for example – that can be protected against through appropriate
insurance.
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The following comments supplement the advice offered to contractors in CCDC 21 “A Guide to
Construction Insurance.”:

• Where an owner insists on providing insurance that affects a contractor’s risk, the
contractor should maintain the right to review the specific terms and details of that
insurance to ensure that it is adequate.  Some contractors may have annual “practice”
insurance programs, which could provide adequate supplementary or contingent coverage
to limited or deficient insurance coverage provided by the owner.

• Indemnity agreements by the owner in favour of the contractor will generally not protect
or hold harmless the contractor in relation to third-party liability claims for property
damage or personal injury.  Conversely, indemnities required of contractors may be
drafted to go well beyond the protection available through insurance.

• It is recommended that insurance policies be made "non-cancellable” for the term of the
project and extendable for any additional term at a pre-agreed rate.

• Where an owner requires the contractor to obtain difficult or specialty lines of coverage
on a renewable basis, or additional coverages “as required by owner,”  it is advisable to
consider additional charges, or to make reference to “reasonable commercial
availability.”

• Avoid insurance policy that covers warranties as it is possible to interpret breach of such
warranties as voiding the policy, even where such breach did not cause or contribute to
the loss in question.

• Policy wording that designates a single party as sole agent for purposes of adjusting and
settling claims may create difficulties in controlling the distribution of the insurance
proceeds.  Preferable wording allows for payments as interests appear or jointly as may
be appropriate.

• Property and liability policies may well contain specific exclusions for liquidated
damages and this should be considered where the contractor is exposed to substantial
liquidated damages.  It has become more difficult to obtain coverage in this respect.

• Where insurance is provided by others (including owners, consultants, subcontractors),
the contractor should always obtain waiver of subrogation, additional insured status
(where appropriate), and an adequate notification requirement as to any cancellation or
material change.

• Under specific circumstances, changes such as significant extensions of time, major
changes to the contract price, major changes to the scope or nature of the work (e.g., the
addition of design responsibility) can be material to the insurer’s risk.  Failure to notify
the insurer of these changes may void coverage in the event of a claim.
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Regardless of who ultimately arranges insurance, contractors should develop a risk matrix that
takes into account the above information. All risk elements should be assessed as insured or not
insured; and uninsured risk should be further classified as to whether it should be insured at
additional cost, not economical to insure at additional cost, or not insurable at any cost.

Contractors are urged to review specific insurance and indemnity requirements with their
insurance representative, as well as with their legal and financial counsel.
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5.0  ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACT

5.1  Continuing to Manage the Financial Risks

The management and control of payment risks is an ongoing challenge and does not end once the
contract is signed and satisfactory proof of financing is obtained.  The contractor must continue
to manage the financial risks during the execution of work.

To do this properly, contractors must be aware of the terms of the Loan Agreement and/or
Commitment Letter so that they can subsequently identify changes to or differences in the
conditions of the Loan Agreement during the term of the contract.  These changed conditions
may interrupt the flow of funds to the contractor.

The due diligence undertaken before signing a contract, including the confirmation that project
financing is securely in place, is wasted if the financial risks throughout the work are not
monitored and managed.  A successful project relies on good cash flow management.  As
outlined in CCA Document 28, it is imperative that all contract conditions be fully examined and
identified throughout the contract period as well as beyond substantial performance of the work.
The financial risks of any contract are minimized through the following actions:

• Know the terms and conditions of the contract.  Identify non-standard clauses.

• Match the warranty and performance guarantees of supplied equipment to the contract
specification requirements.

• Establish invoicing procedures and follow them faithfully.

• Verify that the payment process works in a timely fashion.

• Ensure that the mobilization, set-up, interest, and other soft costs are included in
applications for payment.

• Carry out the work in a proper and timely fashion.

• Maintain a complete and concise set of minutes of all owner, architect meetings.

• Correct deficiencies promptly.

• Stay current with accounts payable.

• Respond to issues as they arise so that they do not become full-fledged disputes.

• Establish a dispute resolution process so that disputes do not affect regular progress
payments.
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• Establish and maintain a good relationship with financial institutions through open and
regular communication about the project’s progress and any variances from the projected
cash flow statement.

• Ascertain the lien requirements for the jurisdiction where the work is performed.

• Monitor insurance policies provided and maintained by owners and subcontractors.

5.2  Reviewing Conditions Precedent to Ongoing Advancement of Funds

The conditions precedent to the ongoing advancement of funds are usually standard for the
normal progress payments.  However, there may be significant conditions in the Loan
Agreement between the owner and the lender that must be met at critical stages of the project
(e.g. ongoing lease up).  These conditions may require the work to be performed according to
certain timeframes so that the owner meets the conditions of the Loan Agreement and thereby
has sufficient funds to meet the monthly progress payments.

Requirements for Statutory Declarations, WCB certificates and PST clearance are also necessary
in order for the owner to authorize the monthly progress payments, substantial performance of
the work, and holdback release.

Holdback releases may be advanced by replacing them with lien bonds, holdback release bonds,
maintenance bonds, or some other form of alternate security.

5.3  Checking Financing of Change Orders and Change Directives

Changes in the owner’s requirements, site conditions, design problems, emergencies, or
government requirements may require changes in the work, which, in turn, may affect cash flow.
Changed conditions that may adversely affect the flow of funds could include reduced sales
revenues, increased project costs due to changed or increased scope of the work or the inability
to lease office/retail space in the building.

The contractor should ensure that funds are available for contingencies such as changes or extras
that arise during the term of the contract.  The contractor should verify that the owner has a
procedure in place by which to notify the lender of changes that will require additional funds.
Therefore, it is important that the contractor continues to monitor the owner’s commitments and
financial status during the entire contract.  Sections 2.0 and 3.0 of CCA Standard Document 28
“A Guide to Improving Cash Flow in the Construction Industry” outline some important steps
that will help to maintain good cash flow for a project.

Changes should not be performed without written authorization from the owner, and neither
should they delay the issuance of payment certificates for completed work.

However, if an extension is granted, it could change the warranty period or delay the release of
holdbacks.
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CCDC 2 requires the contractor to quote any adjustments in contract price and contract time in
response to the consultant’s proposed notice.  Owners have two methods to make changes:

• A change directive – this can only be used to order changes that are within the general
scope of the work.

• A change order (to be agreed by both parties) – this may be used for changes that are
within or outside the general scope of the work.  The contractor is under no obligation to
carry out a change in the work that is outside the general scope of the work.

Change orders should be made according to the contract terms and to the guidelines set out in
CCA Document 16-1992.  “Guidelines for Determining the Costs Associated with Performing
Changes in the Work.”  The guidelines contain:

• A checklist of items that should be considered, including recommended combined
percentage mark-ups for overhead and profit;

• An explanation of items contained in the checklist;

• A model change order quotation form.

It is important to establish a schedule of values and method of payment for changes in the work
as early as possible, and to confirm in writing under whose signing authority extra work can
proceed.

It is important that the Loan Agreement be reviewed to verify that it includes an allowance for
the payment of changes in the work and the contingency allowance normally stated in most
fixed-price contracts.
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6.0  CONCLUSION

Generally the process described in this guide is, in fact, a credit check on the company with
which a contractor is entering into a contract.  Although the process is somewhat more complex,
it is no different than the process followed in any other industry.  It is difficult to understand why
many contractors pay so little attention to this risk when it is such a basic business tenet.  It is
difficult to name another industry that does not regularly undertake credit checks.  Why do so
many contractors proceed on blind faith that payment will always be forthcoming?

Contractors should recognize that, if they do their “due diligence” with respect to assuring that
they will be paid for their services, their subcontractors are, in turn, more likely to provide them
with preferential pricing.

Financing of projects can be a complex process.  This guide is intended to help contractors
understand the process and be aware of what questions to ask and what security can be obtained
to minimize the risk of non-payment.  Appendix B is a Project Financing Risk Profile that is an
executive summary of all the steps discussed in this guide.  This checklist is not purported to be
all encompassing but would serve as the first step towards a financially trouble free project.

It is also hoped that owners read this guide to understand contractors’ concerns about payment
issues, and to recognize that contractors that inquire about project financing are only being
prudent businesspeople.  Owners must recognize that their single most important obligation is to
ensure full payment of the construction services for which they have contracted.

Ultimately, it is up to the contractor to determine whether they can manage the financial risk of
non-payment; at the end of the day, the ultimate defense is not to bid the project if there is any
doubt about the owner’s financial status.
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Standard Construction Document - CCDC 12 - 1994

PROJECT FINANCIAL INFORMATION

Project:
Located At:

OWNER INFORMATION

Owner

Legal Name:

Address:

City                                          Province                                     Postal Code

Phone No. (           )           -                              Fax No. (           )           -

Contact Person(s):

Legal Structure of Owner (Corporation/Partnership/Individual/Other, please state):

Date of incorporation/establishment:                           , Jurisdiction (Federal/Provincial):

Representative(s) authorized to bind the Owner

Name(s):

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Owner's interest in property (fee simple, lease, etc.):

Name of party holding legal title to property on which project is to be constructed (if other than Owner):

Legal description of property (add separate sheet if more space required):

Legal structure of title holder (Corporation/Partnership/Individual/Other, please state):

PROJECT FINANCING INFORMATION (complete applicable sections)
Construction Loans

Lender(s)

Name:

Address:

City                                          Province                                     Postal Code

Phone No. (           )           -                              Fax No. (           )           -

Contact Person(s):

Type of loan(s):

Amount of loan(s):

Terms of loans(s):



Government Funding (Direct or Government Guaranteed)

Governmental agency

Name:

Address:

City                                          Province                                     Postal Code

Phone No. (           )           -                              Fax No. (           )           -

Contact Person(s):

Type of funding (Grant/Loan/Debenture Issue):

If a grant, name of Grantee:

Program under which funding provided:

Amount of funding:

Term of grant or loan:

Other sources of funds (Owner's equity, syndication proceeds, etc.)

Bank References

Name:

Address:

City                                          Province                                     Postal Code

Phone No. (           )           -                              Fax No. (           )           -

Contact Person(s):

SUPPORT INFORMATION

Indicate and provide one of the following:
o Construction Loan Agreement.
o Lender's "Set-Aside" Letter acknowledging amount of loan proceeds to be applied only to draw for

the construction contract.
o A bank letter evidencing financial arrangements made to fulfill the Owner's obligations under the

Contract.
o Owner's Audited Financial Statement.
o Other evidence of the source of funding.

Provide information regarding comparable projects completed by the Owner or its related entities.

I hereby declare that the information provided is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and
I understand that the Contractor is entitled to rely upon the accuracy of such information.  I shall
notify the Contractor in writing of any material change in my financial arrangements during the
performance of the Contract.

name of owner

signature

print name and title of person signing

CCDC 12 - 1994 File 00340 CCDC Copyright 1994



FINANCING RISK MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST

Project ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Owner ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

PRIOR TO SUBMISSION OF TENDER (See Section 2.0 of CCA 50)

1.  Type of Owner (See Section 2.1 of CCA 50):

 q Government . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Level of  Funding _________________________________________________

 q Quasi-Government Agencies  . . . . . . . . . . . . . Funding Conditions________________________________________________

 q Mid-/Large- Sized Companies . . . .  . . . . . . . . Financial Information ______________________________________________

 q Small Privately Held Companies  . . . . . . . . . . Financial Information ______________________________________________

 q Shell Companies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Security Required _________________________________________________

2.  Type of Contracts (See Section 2.2 of CCA 50):

 q Standard Form                 or                q Custom-Made              /                    Right to Financing Information:q Yes  or q No

    Checklist of Clauses: q Payment  q Indemnification  q Schedule  q Changes  q Unknown Conditions   q Insurance  q ADR

    Onerous Clauses: (Attach additional pages if required)  _____________________________________________________________

3.  Title Search (See Section 2.3 of CCA 50):

 q Registered Land Owner ___________________________________________________________________________________

 q Other Parties with Registered Interest (e.g. mortgages) ____________________________________ Extent ________________

4.  Project Viability (See Section 2.4 of CCA 50):   (1 to 10, 10 for most viable project)
     Owner [     ]                Contractor [     ]                 Site [     ]                Contract Requirements [     ]                 Consultant [     ]

SUBMISSION OF TENDER  (See Section 3.0 of CCA 50)

5.  Contract Conditions: q Acceptable Risk or q *High Risk       or          q *Unacceptable Risk

*Recommended Actions __________________________________________________________________

6.  Financing: q Acceptable Risk or q *High Risk       or      q *Unacceptable Risk

*Recommended Actions __________________________________________________________________

PRIOR TO SIGNING OF CONTRACT (See Section 4.0 of CCA 50)

7.    Contract Conditions: q Satisfactory        or q Negotiate with Owner

8.    Confirming Project Financing

(i)   Government / Quasi-Government Agencies:q Contact Financial or Administrative Officers

(ii)  Private Companies: q Loan Agreement  or q Commitment Letter (Not Expression of Interest)

                 Remarks: ________________________________________________________

9.    Payment Procedure: q Progress Payments q Release of Holdbacks

10.  Insurance Review: q General Liability q All Risks Property         q Wrap-up

ADMINISTRATION OF CONTRACT (See Section 5.0 of CCA 50)

11.  On-Going Management:

  q Terms of Commitment Letter or Loan Agreement

  q Communicate with Financial Institutions

  q Ascertain the Lien Requirements

  q Insurance Policies

  q Financing of Changes
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